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CAKE PLAZA PRIVATE LIMITED

“SURPRISES ANYTIME ANYWHERE”

+91-9873739058

INFO@CAKEPLAZA.IN
WWW.CAKEPLAZA.IN



ABOUT US

    Cake Plaza has always been the number 
one in the market that delivers the best 
taste and the quality of ingredients used 
in making Cake. We serve our customers 
with the unique flavours and exquisite 
designs of cakes without sacrificing the 
esteemed service. Our variety of Gifts like 
Flowers, Personalised Gifts & Plants is 
Bewildering at the same time.



CHOCOLATE CAKE

  Choose from our beautiful range 
of Chocolate Cake right away. Our 
chocolate cakes our fondly picked 
by our Choco Lovers on their 
Birthday and Anniversaries.



CUSTOMIZE CAKE

  Customised cakes are the best 
way of expressing ourselves on 
special occasions like Birthdays 
and Anniversary. Sometimes when 
words can’t do justice, a well 
thought of Photo Cakes can do 
wonders and be the deal-breaker.



PLANTS

     Browse by Plant ideas to get 
startling plants collection for 
your dear ones or go by 
exclusive gift categories to 
choose from our exclusive 
collections of Money Plants, 
Lucky Bamboos, Jade 
terrarium, and much more.



  Wooo your special someone 
with an enticing array of the 
amazing bouquet of flowers full 
of vibrant fragrance & freshness. 
So, get our blossoming & 
surprising flowers for your loved 
one on their special occasion 
with Cake Plaza.

FLOWERS



  Presenting you our mouth-
wateringcombo of Chocolates 
with Flowers to keep all your 
taste buds satisfied with the 
filling of rich. Our secret love 
for chocolate blends
perfectly with the fragrance 
of florals.

FLOWERS + CHOCOLATE



  Presenting you our mouth-
wateringcombo of Chocolates 
with Flowers to keep all your 
taste buds satisfied with the 
filling of rich. Our secret love 
for chocolate blends
perfectly with the fragrance 
of florals.

COMBO’S 
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Cake Plaza brings to you different categories of 
Combos to suit your occasion. We have great 
combos to choose from for your kith and kin. 
Whether it be roses or orchids, plants or bonsai 
trees, delicious chocolates or cakes we have 
everything to suit the varied requirements of our 
customers

THANK YOU


